Boo!

Designs by Michelle Woerner

Project note: Ink edges of white cardstock pieces black or purple as desired.

Card

1. Form a 4¼ x 5½-inch card from black cardstock.

2. Cut a 4 x 5¼-inch piece from white cardstock.


5. Using 2¾-inch, 1¾-inch, 1½-inch and 7/8-inch Standard Circles LG die templates, die-cut circles from assorted patterned papers. Using black ink, stamp circles with Halloween images and sentiments.

6. Nest stamped circles inside corresponding frames; arrange and adhere framed circles to white cardstock panel as shown, trimming edges as needed.

7. Score horizontal lines on panel in white margins.

8. Wrap ribbon around panel and tie ends in a bow as shown. Tie button to bow using baker’s twine; trim ends.

9. Center and adhere panel to card front.

10. Attach rhinestones to stamped images as desired using liquid glue.

11. Decorate inside of card as desired.

Candy Tubes

1. Fill test tube with candy; secure cap.

2. Adhere a 3½-inch-wide strip of patterned paper around test tube just below lid.

3. For tag, die-cut a 1½-inch Lacey Circles shape from black cardstock. Die-cut a 1¾-inch Standard Circles SM circle from white cardstock or patterned paper; die-cut a 1¼-inch Standard Circles LG circle from patterned paper or white cardstock.

4. Ink edges of white cardstock circle as desired. Layer and adhere circles together.

5. Stamp sentiment onto tag; embellish with patterned paper and rhinestones as desired.

6. Punch hole near top of tag. Wrap baker’s twine around neck of test tube over patterned paper ring. Thread twine ends through hole in tag and tie ends in a bow as shown; trim ends.

MATERIALS

» 5½ x 3½-inch plastic test tubes with lids
» Gina K. Designs cardstock: white, black
» Doodlebug Design Haunted Manor 6 x 6 paper pad
» Gina K. Designs Wicked stamp set
» Clearsnap chalk ink pads: black, warm violet
» Black button
» Pizzazz Aplenty 2mm rhinestones: black, orange, purple
» Candies
» The Twinery lilac baker’s twine
» Stampin’ Up! ¾-inch-wide certainly celery taffeta ribbon
» Spellbinders™ die templates: Standard Circles LG (#S4-114), Standard Circles SM (#S4-116), Lacey Circles (#S4-293)
» Die-cutting machine
» Scor-Pal scoring board
» ⅛-inch hole punch
» Scor-Pal ¼-inch-wide double-sided adhesive
» Tombow liquid glue